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Summary

• We have evidence for non-baryonic dark matter that is not 
made of any known elementary particle

• We are in the exploratory stage to figure out its nature

• There are many ideas currently explored, in theories and in 
experiments, and more will come

• Nature has given us a few clues that we need to exploit



The current content of the Universe

0.42±0.01 yg/m3 ordinary matter

<1.22 yg/m3 hot dark 
matter (neutrinos)

2.15±0.06 yg/m3 
cold dark

matter

6.65±0.15 yg/m3 
dark energy

4.64×10-4 yg/m3 photons



Cold Dark Matter

• Not in compact objects (< 1 AU)

Microlensing
EROS Upper limit on the
contribution of compact

objects to the galactic halo

OGLE2

+

OGLE3

01/2008

Moniez at IDM2008

γ-ray bound if 
white dwarfs

Graff et al 1998
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1. CMB modeling issues

With any data set, it is prudent to be extra cautious
regarding the most recent additions and the parts with
the lowest signal-to-noise ratio. In the WMAP case, this
suggests focusing on the T power spectrum around the
third peak and the large-scale E-polarization data, which
as discussed in Section IVB 1 were responsible for tight-
ening and lowering the constraints on !m and " , respec-
tively.

The large-scale E-polarization data appear to be the
most important area for further investigation, because
they are single-handedly responsible for most of the dra-
matic WMAP3 error bar reductions, yet constitute only
a 3# detection after foregrounds an order of magnitude
larger have been subtracted from the observed polar-
ized CMB maps [2]. As discussed in [127] and Sec-
tion IVB1, all the WMAP3 polarization information is
e!ectively compressed into the probability distribution
for " , since using the prior " = 0.09 ± 0.03 instead of
the polarized data leaves the parameter constraints es-
sentially unchanged. This error bar "" = 0.03 found
in [7] and Table 2 reflects only noise and sample vari-
ance and does not include foreground uncertainties. If
future foreground modeling increases this error bar sub-
stantially, it will reopen the vanilla banana degeneracy
described in [33]: Increasing " and As in such a way
that Apeak ! Ase!2! stays constant, the peak heights re-
main unchanged and the only e!ect is to increase power
on the largest scales. The large-scale power relative to
the first peak can then be brought back down to the
observed value by increasing ns, after which the second
peak can be brought back down by increasing !b. Since
quasar observations of the Gunn-Peterson e!ect allow "
to drop by no more than about 1# (0.03) [170, 171], the
main change possible from revised foreground modeling
is therefore that (", #!, !d, !b, As, ns, h) all increase to-
gether [33]. For a more detailed treatment of these issues,
see [172].

A separate issue is that, as discussed in Section IVD,
reasonable changes in the CMB data modeling can easily
increase ns by of order 0.01 [39, 127, 154–156, 158], weak-
ening the significance with which the Harrison-Zeldovich
model (ns = 1, r = 0) can be ruled out.

With the above-mentioned exceptions, parameter mea-
surements now appear rather robust to WMAP modeling
details. We computed parameter constraints using the
WMAP team chains available on the LAMBDA archive.
We created our own chains using the CosmoMC pack-
age [102] for the vanilla case (of length 310,817) as a
cross-check and for the case with curvature (of length
226,456) since this was unavailable on LAMBDA. The pa-
rameter constraints were in excellent agreement between
these two vanilla chains. For a fair comparison between
WMAP team and CosmoMC-based chains, the best-fit
$2 values listed in Table 3 have been o!set-calibrated so
that they all give the same value for our best fit vanilla
model.

FIG. 21: The key information that our LRG measurements add
to WMAP comes from the power spectrum shape. Parametrizing
this shape by !m and the baryon fraction !b/!m for vanilla mod-
els with ns = 1, h = 0.72, the 95% constraints above are seen to
be nicely consistent between the various radial subsamples. More-
over, the WMAP+LRG joint constraints from our full 6-parameter
analysis are seen to be essentially the intersection of the WMAP
and “ALL LRG” allowed regions, indicating that these two shape
parameters carry the bulk of the cosmologically useful LRG infor-
mation.

2. LRG modeling issues

Since we marginalize over the overall amplitude of
LRG clustering via the bias parameter b, the LRG power
spectrum adds cosmological information only through
its shape. Let us now explore how sensitive this shape
is to details of the data treatment. A popular way to
parametrize the power spectrum shape in the literature
has been in terms of the two parameters (#m, fb) shown
in Figure 21, where fb ! #b/#m is the baryon fraction.
Since we wish to use (#m, fb) merely to characterize this
shape here, not for constraining cosmology, we will ig-
nore all CMB data and restrict ourselves to vanilla mod-
els with ns = 1, h = 0.72 and As = 1, varying only the
four parameters (#m, fb, b, Qnl). Figure 21 suggest that
for vanilla models, the two parameters (#m, fb) do in
fact capture the bulk of this shape information, since the
WMAP+LRG joint constraints from our full 6-parameter
analysis are seen to be essentially the intersection of the
WMAP and “ALL LRG” allowed regions in the (#m, fb)-
plane.

a. Sensitivity to defogging Figure 21 shows good
consistency between the power spectrum shapes recov-

Tegmark et al (SDDS) 2006
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No known particle can be cold dark matter



No known particle can be cold dark matter

unstable

‘baryons’

not heavy
enough

radiation



Is cold dark matter a new elementary particle?



Is cold dark matter a new elementary particle?

Ideas from theoretical particle physics:

• From Quantum Chromodynamics:

- Axions

• From Grand Unified Theories & String Theories:

- Lightest Supersymmetric Particle

• From String Theories & Extra-dimensions:

- Kaluza-Klein Particle

• Etc., etc., etc.



Many candidates for non-baryonic dark matter

The Big Picture
• neutrino ! – hot DM

• neutralino "

• “generic” WIMP

• axion a

• axino !a

• gravitino !G

• wimpzilla,. . .

...Must go beyond SM..., SUSY (still) most promising

Supersymmetric WIMPs – p.4

Roszkowski 2004



Axions

Excluded gA!! vs. mA with all experimental

and observational constraints

van Bibber (ADMX)

A beautiful solution to the strong CP problem



• A WIMP in chemical equilibrium in the early universe 
naturally has the right density to be Cold Dark Matter 

• The same annihilation cross section that determines the 
WIMP relic density fixes the rate of WIMP annihilation in 
indirect searches (but for kinematical factors) 

• Crossing relations give reasonable scattering cross section 
for direct searches (broken in most SUSY models because of 
coannihilations and resonant annihilation)

The magnificent WIMP

WIMPS

WIMP = weakly interacting massive particle

wimp = a weak, cowardly, or ineffectual
person (Merriam-Webster Dictionary)

Weakly Interacting Massive Particle



Searches for WIMP Dark Matter

DirectAccelerators

Indirect



Dark matter in accelerators

• Existence of dark matter particle 
is to be inferred from detection of 
charged/colored particles

• Many possible patterns for final 
state particles

• Theoretical model needed for 
interpretation

• Thus variety of possible scenarios: 
neutralinos, superWIMPs, Kaluza-
Klein particles, etc.

• Not easy to extract the properties 
of the dark matter particle

Børge Kile Gjelsten, University of Oslo 11 IDM, Aug 2008

SUSY in ATLAS
Strongly interacting sparticles (gluinos, squarks) 
dominate SUSY production. 

R-parity conservation => cascades

Absolute momentum in beam direction unknown 
LSP undetected
 -> Missing pT is the only sign of the LSPs

Main SUSY signature: 
! Missing pT
! Many hard jets (and perhaps leptons)

Useful variable: Effective Mass: 

lqq
l

g~ q~ l~!02
~ !01

~
p p

Børge Kile Gjelsten, University of Oslo 44 IDM, Aug 2008

Gjelsten (ATLAS)4 4 j+Ej+E TT 
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Searches for WIMP Dark Matter

DirectAccelerators

Indirect



Direct detection

Dark
matter
particle

crystal

Low-background underground detector

CRESST

CDMS
EDELWEISS
DAMA
CRESST
DRIFT
XENON
COUPP
TARP
DMTPC
TEXONO
…



Direct searches

On the experimental side:

• New limits appeared this year

• DAMA confirms detection of modulation

• Directional detectors progress to 3D

Theoretically:

• The DAMA modulation is put under study



Direct Detection

• Steady progress
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Baltz and Gondolo, 2004, Markov Chain Monte Carlos
Baltz and Gondolo 2003
LUX/ZEP 20 tonne LXe Proj (48 tonne-year)
Roszkowski/Ruiz de Austri/Trotta 2007, CMSSM Markov Chain Monte Carlos (mu>0): 95% contour
XENON1T (projected, 1 ton-year exposure)
SuperCDMS (Projected) 25kg (7-ST@Snolab)
XENON10 2007 (Net 136 kg-d)
CDMS: 2004+2005 (reanalysis) +2008 Ge
CDMS (Soudan) 2004 + 2005 Ge (7 keV threshold)
KIMS projected - 2350kg-years CsI
CRESST 2007 60 kg-day CaWO4
ZEPLIN II (Jan 2007) result
WARP 2.3L, 96.5 kg-days 55 keV threshold
Edelweiss I final limit, 62 kg-days Ge 2000+2002+2003 limit
KIMS 2007 - 3409 kg-days CsI
TEXONO 0.337 kg-d, Dec 2007
CoGeNT 8.4 kg-d, July 2008
DATA listed top to bottom on plot



Direct Detection: New Upper Limits

Figure 6: Top: Improved limits on spin-dependent (pure) proton-WIMP coupling vs. WIMP

mass from this experiment (COUPP, the Chicagoland Observatory for Underground Particle

Physics). Couplings above the line would have produced signals above observed backgrounds

and are excluded to 90% C.L. Limits from other experiments are also shown (29), as well as the

(orange) region favored as a possible explanation to an existing claim for WIMP observation

(30, 31), a hypothesis now contradicted by this experiment. Bottom: Similar limits for spin-

dependent coupling parameters where no assumption is made about the relative strength of the

coupling to neutrons and protons, but a WIMP mass must be chosen (50 GeV/c2 here) (32, 33).

The region outside of the ellipses is excluded by each experiment.
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FIG. 1: XENON10 combined 90% CL exclusion limits for 129Xe and 131Xe for pure neutron (left) and pure proton (right)
couplings (solid curves). The dashed curves show the combined Xe limits using the alternate form factor. Also shown are the
results from the CDMS experiment [20] (diamonds), ZEPLIN-II [21] (circles), KIMS [22] (triangles), NAIAD [23] (squares),
PICASSO [24] (stars), COUPP [25] (pluses), SuperK [31] (crosses), as well as the DAMA evidence region under the assumption
of standard WIMP nuclear recoils and dark halo parameters (green filled region) [18]. The theoretical regions (blue filled) for
the neutralino (in the constrained minimal supersymmetric model) are taken from [32].

detection experiments such NAIAD [23], PICASSO [24],
KIMS[22] and COUPP [25], all containing nuclei with un-
paired protons. We also show the DAMA evidence region
for standard WIMP interactions and halo parameters
[18], as well as predictions of neutralino-nucleon cross sec-
tions in the constrained minimal super-symmetric model
(CMSSM) [32]. Although the expected cross sections are
still below the current experimental spin-dependent sen-
sitivity, direct WIMP detection experiments are now for
the first time approaching the theoretically predicted pa-
rameter space for neutralinos.

As a further benchmark, we consider heavy Majorana
neutrinos with standard weak interactions. Such neutri-
nos, with masses in the region 100-500GeV/c2 have re-
cently been proposed as dark matter candidates in mini-
mal technicolor theories in cosmologies with a dynamical
dark energy term [27, 28]. The expected cross section on
protons and neutrons can be written as [29]:

!!N =
8G2

F

"h̄4
µ2Cspin,! (4)

where µ is the neutrino-nucleon reduced mass, and the
spin enhancement factor in this case is:

Cspin,! = [ap!Sp" + an!Sn"]2
J + 1

J
(5)

with the values for the WIMP-nucleon spin factors ap

= 0.46 and an = 0.34 taking into account the strange
quark contribution to the nucleon spin, as measured by
the EMC collaboration and given in [26] for coupling to
protons and neutrons, respectively.

In Fig. 2 (left) we show the predicted number of
events in XENON10 as a function of the heavy Majo-
rana neutrino mass, the light shaded area showing the
excluded mass region at 90% CL for using the main
form factors. Our result excludes a heavy Majorana neu-
trino as a dark matter candidate with a mass between
9.4GeV/c2–2.2TeV/c2 (9.6GeV/c2–1.8TeV/c2 for the
alternate form factor). We note that a heavy Majorana
neutrino with a mass below half the Z-boson mass has
already been excluded at LEP [30].

We now present the results in terms of the more gen-
eral phase space for an and ap for a fixed WIMP mass.
We follow [18] and express the expected number of recoil
events Nxenon as a function of an and ap:

Nxenon = Aa2
p + Bapan + Ca2

n (6)

with A, B, C being constants of integration of the di!er-
ential event rate dR/dE over the relevant energy region,
in our case 4.5 keV–27keV nuclear recoil energy.

Fig. 2 (right) shows the allowed regions at 90%
CL in the ap # an parameter space for a WIMP mass
of 50GeV/c2. We include the published CDMS [20],
ZEPLIN-II [21], KIMS [22] and the DAMA allowed re-
gion [18] for comparison. The advantage of using di!er-
ent isotopes with spin as dark matter targets is evident:
the presence of both odd-neutron and odd-proton num-
ber isotopes breaks the degeneracy and only the common
space inside the ellipses is allowed by the data.
In conclusion, we have obtained new limits on the spin-
dependent WIMP-nucleon cross section by operating a
liquid-gas xenon time projection chamber at LNGS, in
WIMP search mode for 58.6 live days with a fiducial mass

COUPP: Pure Proton XENON10: Pure Neutron 2

FIG. 2: Parameter space region (cross-hatched) able to ex-
plain the DAMA modulation via spin-independent couplings
from an isothermal light-WIMP halo [5]. Lines delimit the
coupling (!SI) vs. WIMP mass (m!) regions excluded by
relevant experiments [5]. All regions are defined at the 90%
confidence level. Inset: PPC spectrum used for the extrac-
tion of present limits. Lines display the signals expected from
some reference WIMP candidates (dotted: m!= 8 GeV/c2,
!SI = 10!4pb. Dashed: m!= 6 GeV/c2, !SI = 0.002 pb.
Dash-dotted: m!= 4 GeV/c2, !SI = 10!2pb).

scription of the first prototype, most within the Majo-

rana collaboration [9]. The dataset utilized here comes
from tests of the first prototype in a shallow underground
location (330 m.w.e., a pumping station part of the Tun-
nel And Reservoir Plan of the city of Chicago). While
the results obtained already impose constraints on the
possible dark matter origins of the DAMA anomaly, it is
expected that ongoing cryostat improvements, a longer
exposure (8.4 kg-days here) and operation in a deeper
laboratory should dramatically improve the dark mat-
ter sensitivity of the device. The potential reach of this
method is discussed in more detail below.

Listing from the innermost to the outermost compo-
nents, the shield installed around the detector was: i) a
10 cm-thick, low-background NaI[Tl] anti-Compton veto,
ii) 5 cm of low-background lead, iii) 15 cm of standard
lead, iv) 0.5 cm of borated neutron absorber, v) a >99.9%
e!cient muon veto, vi) 30 cm of neutron moderator, and
vii) a low-e!ciency large-area external muon veto. Fig. 1
shows the magnitude of the active background rejection.
The rate of random coincidences between PPC and active
element events, measured with a pulser, was !18%. The
low-energy dataset used for dark matter limit extraction
(inset, Fig. 2) has been corrected to account for these.

The signal from the PPC preamplifier is sent through
two shaping amplifiers operating at di"erent integration
constants. An anomalous ratio between the amplitudes

of these shaped pulses is an e!cient tag for microphonic
events [10]. These software cuts, applied on the digitized
and stored amplifier traces, are trained on datasets con-
sisting of asymptomatic low-energy signals from an elec-
tronic pulser. The goal is to obtain the maximum signal
acceptance for the best possible microphonic rejection.
A correction is also applied to the data, to compensate
for the modest signal acceptance losses (few percent) im-
posed by this method. The energy resolution and cal-
ibration were obtained using the cosmogenic activation
in 71Ge (T1/2=11.4 d), leading to intense peaks at 1.29
keV and 10.36 keV following installation, and a 133Ba
source providing five auxiliary lines below 400 keV. An
excellent linearity was observed. The energy resolution !
below 10 keV is approximated by !2 = !2

n +(2.35)2E"F ,
where !n=69.7 eV is the intrinsic electronic noise, E is
the energy in eV, "= 2.96 eV is the average energy re-
quired to create an electron-hole pair in Ge at !80 K,
and F !0.06 is the measured Fano factor.

The spectrum of energy depositions so obtained can
then be compared with expected signals from a stan-
dard isothermal galactic WIMP halo. The spectrum of
WIMP-induced recoil energies is generated following [11],
using a local WIMP density of 0.3 GeV/cm3, a halo ve-
locity dispersion of 230 km/s, an Earth-halo velocity of
244 km/s and a galactic escape velocity of 650 km/s. The
quenching factor (i.e., the fraction of recoil energy mea-
surable as ionization) for sub-keV germanium recoils has
been measured with this PPC, using a dedicated 24 keV
neutron beam [12]. It was found to be in excellent agree-
ment with expectations [7, 13]. Its e"ect is included here
in generating spectral shapes of WIMP-induced ioniza-
tion or “electron equivalent” energy (units of “keVee”),
like those shown in the inset of Fig. 2. The exceptional
energy resolution of this detector has a negligible e"ect
on these spectra. A standard method [6, 14] can then
be used to obtain limits on the maximum WIMP signal
compatible with the data: employing a non-linear regres-
sion algorithm, data are fitted by a model consisting of
i) a simple exponential to represent the spectral shape of
low-energy backgrounds, ii) a gaussian peak at 1.29 keV
(68,71Ge) with free amplitude and a width (resolution) as
described above, and iii) for WIMPs of each mass, their
spectral shape with a free normalization proportional
to the spin-independent WIMP-nucleus coupling. Cou-
plings excluded at the 90% confidence level are plotted in
Fig. 2. The last remaining region of phase space available
for a standard isothermal WIMP halo to be the source
of the DAMA modulation is now ruled out. Other more
elaborate halo models might be invoked, but they result
in a modest distortion of experimental exclusion lines and
DAMA favored phase space, both following a similar dis-
placement within Fig. 2 [5]. Channeling through crystal
lattices has been proposed [15, 16, 17, 18] as a mech-
anism able to recover the compatibility of DAMA and
other experiments, even if experimental evidence in the
relevant recoil energy regime for NaI[Tl] seems absent

CoGeNT: Spin-Independent
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FIG. 5: Exclusion plot of the spin-independent !N cross-
section versus WIMP-mass, displaying the KS-ULEGe lim-
its and those defining the current boundaries[10, 25]. The
DAMA allowed regions[5] are superimposed. The striped re-
gion is that favored by SUSY models[4]. Projected sensitiv-
ities of full-scale experiments are indicated as dotted lines.
The relevant region is presented with linear scales in the in-
set.

physics events with ACV tag was extracted. The fraction
of these events surviving the PSD cuts constituted the
second measurement. The larger uncertainties of the lat-
ter method are due to the limited statistics from only the
in situ ACV samples. Consistent results were obtained
with both approaches. The e!ciencies and their uncer-
tainties adopted for analysis were derived from a best-fit
on the combined data set. A threshold of (220±10) eV
was achieved with a PSD e!ciency of 50%.

The ULEGe spectrum normalized in cpkkd unit after
the CRV, ACV and PSD selections is displayed in Fig-
ure 4, showing comparable background as CRESST-I[10].
Listed in Table I are the normalized background rates, in-
dicating that statistical uncertainties dominate over the
systematic e"ects. The standard and conservative ap-
proach that the WIMP signals cannot be larger than the
observed event rates was adopted. The formalisms fol-
lowed those of Ref. [17] using standard nuclear form fac-
tors and a local WIMP density of 0.3 GeV cm!3 with
Maxwellian velocity distribution. The unbinned optimal
interval method as formulated in Ref. [22] and widely
used by current CDM experiments was adopted to de-
rive the upper limits for the possible !N event rates.
By comparing the observed background in di"erent en-
ergy intervals to the expected number of events due to
!N recoils for each m!, the optimal intervals producing
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FIG. 6: (a) Top: Exclusion plot of the spin-dependent
!-neutron cross-section versus WIMP-mass. Same conven-
tions as Figure 5 are used. (b) Bottom: Constraints at
m! = 5 GeV on the e!ective axial four-fermion !-proton (ap)
and !-neutron (an) spin-dependent couplings, in units of
2
!

2GF following the formulation of Ref. [27]. The param-
eter space within the bands of the corresponding experiments
are allowed. The shaded area at the origin is the combined
allowed region.

the most stringent limits to "SI
!N and "SD

!n were selected.
Corrections due to QF, detector resolution and various
e!ciency factors were incorporated. The energy depen-
dence of QF in Ge was evaluated with the TRIM software
package[23]. The uncertainties were taken to be their dif-
ference with the statistical best-fit values of the available

TEXONO: Spin-Independent
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FIG. 3: Top: Ionization yield versus recoil energy in all de-
tectors included in this analysis for events passing all cuts
except the ionization yield and timing cuts. The signal re-
gion between 10 and 100 keV recoil energies was defined using
neutron calibration data and is indicated by the curved lines.
Bulk-electron recoils have yield near unity and are above the
vertical scale limits. Bottom: Same, but after applying the
timing cut. No events are found within the signal region.

Figure 4 shows the Poisson 90% C.L. upper limit on
the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section de-
rived from this data set (upper solid curve), based on
standard assumptions about the galactic halo [7]. The
minimum lies at 6.6!10!44 cm2 for a 60GeV/c2 WIMP.

Our previous data from Soudan [10, 11] have been re-
analyzed [17] yielding a slight improvement in sensitiv-
ity over our previous publications (upper curve in Fig-
ure 4). A combined limit from all Soudan data (lower
solid curve in Figure 4), using Yellin’s Optimum Interval
method [18] to account for observed events, gives an up-
per limit of 4.6!10!44 cm2 at 90% C.L. for a WIMP mass
of 60GeV/c2, a factor of "3 stricter than our previously
published limit.

We also analyzed our data in terms of spin-dependent
WIMP-nucleon interactions. Under the assumption of
spin-dependent coupling to neutrons alone and using the
Ge form factor given in [23], we find a minimum upper
limit of 2.7 ! 10!38 cm2 (1.8 ! 10!38 cm2) at 90% C.L.
for this data set (combined Soudan data).

CDMS has maintained high dark matter discovery po-
tential by limiting expected backgrounds to less than
one event in the signal region. These results from our
Soudan measurements set the best WIMP sensitivity for
spin-independent WIMP-nucleon interactions over a wide
range of WIMP masses. Our new limits cut significantly
into previously unexplored regions of the central param-
eter space predicted by supersymmetry.

The CDMS collaboration gratefully acknowledges Pa-
trizia Meunier, Daniel Callahan, Pat Castle, Dave Hale,
Susanne Kyre, Bruce Lambin and Wayne Johnson for
their contributions. This work is supported in part
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ter ranges expected from supersymmetric models described
in [20] (grey) and [21] are shown (95% and 68% confidence
levels in green and blue, respectively). Data courtesy of [22].
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The DAMA modulation

DAMA finds a yearly modulation as 
expected for dark matter particles

Bernabei et al 2003-2008
Drukier, Freese, Spergel 1986

8.2σ detection
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Figure 2: Model-independent residual rate of the single-hit scintillation events, mea-
sured by the new DAMA/LIBRA experiment in the (2 – 4), (2 – 5) and (2 – 6) keV
energy intervals as a function of the time. The residuals measured by DAMA/NaI and
already published in ref. [4, 5] are also shown. The zero of the time scale is January
1st of the first year of data taking of the former DAMA/NaI experiment. The exper-
imental points present the errors as vertical bars and the associated time bin width
as horizontal bars. The superimposed curves represent the cosinusoidal functions be-
haviours A cos!(t ! t0) with a period T = 2!

" = 1 yr, with a phase t0 = 152.5 day
(June 2nd) and with modulation amplitudes, A, equal to the central values obtained by
best fit over the whole data, that is: (0.0215± 0.0026) cpd/kg/keV, (0.0176± 0.0020)
cpd/kg/keV and (0.0129±0.0016) cpd/kg/keV for the (2 – 4) keV, for the (2 – 5) keV
and for the (2 – 6) keV energy intervals, respectively. See text. The dashed vertical
lines correspond to the maximum of the signal (June 2nd), while the dotted vertical
lines correspond to the minimum. The total exposure is 0.82 ton"yr.
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Summary of the results obtained in the additional
investigations of possible systematics or side reactions

(DAMA/LIBRA – arXiv:0804.2741 to appear on EPJC)

Source Main comment Cautious upper
limit (90%C.L.)

RADON Sealed Cu box in HP Nitrogen atmosphere, <2.5!10-6 cpd/kg/keV
3-level of sealing, etc.

TEMPERATURE Installation is air conditioned+
detectors in Cu housings directly in contact <10-4 cpd/kg/keV
with multi-ton shield" huge heat capacity

 + T continuously recorded

NOISE Effective full noise rejection near threshold <10-4 cpd/kg/keV

ENERGY SCALE Routine + instrinsic calibrations <1-2 !10-4 cpd/kg/keV

EFFICIENCIES Regularly measured by dedicated calibrations <10-4 cpd/kg/keV

BACKGROUND No modulation above 6 keV;
no modulation in the (2-6) keV <10-4 cpd/kg/keV
multiple-hits events;
this limit includes all possible
sources of background

SIDE REACTIONS Muon flux variation measured by MACRO  <3!10-5 cpd/kg/keV

+ even if larger they cannot 
satisfy all the requirements of 
annual modulation signature

Thus, they can not mimic
the observed annual

modulation effect

Courtesy of Belli



Interpretation of DAMA modulation

Low mass WIMPs are compatible with other experiments
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FIG. 1: Allowed regions at 90% and 99.73% CL for WIMP mass and scattering cross section on nucleon

for DAMA, and exclusion contours for CDMS-Si, CDMS-Ge and XENON at 90% CL. We also display the

limit from CoGeNT extracted from figure 2 of [26]. The global best fit for DAMA is marked with a star, the

allowed region around m! ! 50 GeV is defined with respect to the local minimum, which is marked with a

dot. For DAMA we show the regions obtained from using only the modulation amplitude for 2–6 keVee (gray

curves) and from using the spectral shape of the modulation signal (shaded regions). For parameters above

the dashed curve the predicted number of events in DAMA/LIBRA is larger than the observed number of

events.

III. STANDARD HALO RESULTS

Figure 1 summarizes our results assuming standard halo properties, showing the allowed
region from DAMA together with the constraints from CDMS-Si, CDMS-Ge and XENON.
We find two islands in the (m!, !p) plane where the DAMA data can be accomodated. The
best fit point is obtained at

m! = 12 GeV , !p = 1.3 " 10!41 cm2 , "2
DAMA,min = 36.8/34 dof , (14)

with an excellent goodness of fit of 34%. There is also a local minimum at m! = 51 GeV
with "2

local = 47.9. This solution is disfavoured with respect to the best fit point at about
3! for 2 dof (!"2 = 11.1). The allowed regions around m! ! 50 GeV shown in figure 1
are defined with respect to the local minimum. The low and high WIMP-mass solutions
correspond to channeled and quenched scatterings on Iodine, respectively. In contrast to

7

Gondolo, Gelmini 2005; Petriello, Zurek 2008
Fairbairn, Schwetz 2008; Savage, Gelmini, Gondolo, Freese 2008

3σ discrepancy for SI

Fairbairn, Schwetz 2008



Interpretation of DAMA modulation

Low mass WIMPs are compatible with other experiments

Gondolo, Gelmini 2005; Petriello, Zurek 2008
Fairbairn, Schwetz 2008; Savage, Gelmini, Gondolo, Freese 2008
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FIG. 5: Experimental constraints and DAMA preferred parameters for SI only scattering. The
DAMA preferred regions are determined using the likelihood ratio method with (green) and without
(orange) the channeling e!ect.
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FIG. 6: Experimental constraints and DAMA preferred parameters for SD proton-only scattering.
The DAMA preferred regions are determined using the likelihood ratio method with (green) and
without (orange) the channeling e!ect. The CoGeNT and TEXONO constraints are too weak to
fall within the shown region.

Savage, Gelmini, Gondolo, Freese 2008
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Low mass WIMPs are compatible with other experiments
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FIG. 7: Experimental constraints and DAMA preferred parameters for SD neutron-only scattering.
The DAMA preferred regions are determined using the likelihood ratio method with (green) and
without (orange) the channeling e!ect. Super-Kamiokande (SuperK) provides no constraints in
this case and is not shown.

confidence regions. In theory, such 2-dimensional confidence regions may be very di!erent
from the slices of the 4-dimensional confidence region. In practice, for the coupling cases
considered here, they turn out to be somewhat similar, which is a consequence of the similar
!2

min in the di!erent cases.
As discussed previously, there are generally two preferred WIMP mass ranges: a low

mass range !10–15 GeV (due to scatters primarily o! of Na or channeled I scatters, when
channeling is included) and a high mass range !60–100 GeV (due to scatters primarily o!
of I). Low, high, and intermediate WIMP masses generally produce worse fits (though not
necessarily bad fits). Previous analyses have found low WIMP masses, below these preferred
ranges, to be of interest. In addition, the LHC or other (non-direct dectection) experiments,
if they observe e.g. neutralinos, might be able to provide the mass of the WIMP. For these
cases, it is useful to use the raster scan, which does not use the data to make assumptions on
the WIMP mass and provides appropriate confidence intervals in the scattering cross-section
for a given (known) WIMP mass.

The raster scan is shown in Figure 8 (without channeling) and Figure 9 (with channeling)
for SI only scattering. Regions shown in dark/light blue are the confidence regions at 90%/3"
C.L., while the light blue contours indicate the confidence regions at a 5"/7" C.L. (the outer
contour is 7"). For comparison, the DAMA likelihood ratio regions and null experiment
constraints are also shown; these regions and constraints are equivalent to the ones shown
in Figure 5. The raster scan regions pass through the likelihood ratio regions (as should be
expected). At masses where the raster scan regions/contours extend to the bottom of the
figure (7"/5" at low masses, 7" at intermediate masses, and for all C.L.’s at high masses),
the regions actually extend all the way to a zero cross-section, i.e. a cross-section of zero

Gondolo, Gelmini 2005; Petriello, Zurek 2008
Fairbairn, Schwetz 2008; Savage, Gelmini, Gondolo, Freese 2008

Savage, Gelmini, Gondolo, Freese 2008



Interpretation of DAMA modulation

Neutralino with mass between 
~5 GeV and ~50 GeV

6

FIG. 2: !"(nucleon)
scalar as a function of the WIMP mass. The

region covered by a (red) slant hatching denotes the DAMA
annual modulation region, under the hypothesis that the ef-
fect is due to a WIMP with a coherent interaction with nuclei
and including the channeling e!ect. All other prerequisites of
this region are as in Fig. 1. The scatter plot and the (blue)
uniformly–shaded region are as in Fig. 1.

respond to the case where channeling is included with
the model explained in Ref. [7]. Actually, the extent
by which the channeling e!ect occurs when a putative
WIMP traverses a NaI crystal is still under study. For
this reason, in our analysis we consider both cases of no-
channeling and of channeling with the model of Ref. [7].
One expects that the actual physical situation is com-
prised within these two cases.

A. Annual modulation regions (convolution over a
class of distribution functions)

We start our analysis by showing in Figs. 1–2 the
DAMA annual modulation regions in a plot of !"(nucleon)

scalar

versus the WIMP mass. These have been derived by the
DAMA Collaboration for the case of a WIMP with a co-
herent interaction with nuclei [55], by varying the WIMP
galactic distribution function (DF) over the set consid-
ered in Ref.[18] and by taking into account other uncer-
tainties of di!erent origins [56]. The DAMA regions are
denoted by a (red) slant hatching; they represent regions
where the likelihood-function values di!er more than 6.5
" from the null hypothesis (absence of modulation). Fig.
1 refers to the case in which the channeling e!ect is not
included, whereas Fig. 2 displays the case where chan-
neling is included.

Figs. 1–2 also show the (blue) uniformly-shadowed

region, which represents the physical neutralino region
as derived within our e!ective MSSM. The scatter plot,
common to Fig.1 and Fig.2, denotes the results of our
evaluations, when a scanning over the supersymmetric
parameter space is performed, at the fixed representa-
tive set of values for the hadronic quantities mentioned
in Sect. III C. This representative set is characterized by
the values: gu,ref = 123 MeV, gd,ref = 290 MeV (we re-
call that this set is the one employed also in our previous
paper of Ref. [54]). The (red) crosses and the (blue) dots
of the scatter plot denote configurations with no-rescaling
and those with rescaling of the local density, respectively
(see Sect. III B). The uniformly–shaded region displayed
in Figs. 1–2 represents the extension of the scatter plot
upwards and downwards, when the hadronic uncertain-
ties reported in Eq. (14) are included. The range of the
pion–nucleon sigma term of Eq. (13) is responsible for
the upper extension of the physical region, as compared
to the representative scatter plot, by an enhancement fac-
tor of about 2–3, whereas the range of Eq. (12) generates
the lower extension by a suppression factor of order 8–9.
These numbers follow immediately from the formulae in
Sect. III C, by taking into account that the dominant
term in the quantity Ih,H is the one involving gd. Thus,
the scatter plot for any value set of hadronic quantities
with given values of gd and gu can approximately be ob-
tained from the one corresponding to the reference set
of values, characterized by gu,ref = 123 MeV, gd,ref =
290 MeV, by scaling the reference scatter plot by the
factor (gd/gd,ref)2. However, notice that, in deriving the
boundaries of the full theoretical region in Figs. 1–2, the
full expression of Eq. (9) has been used.

From Figs.1–2 it is clear that the DAMA annual mod-
ulation region is largely compatible with the theoretical
predictions for relic neutralinos with masses m! <! 100
GeV, in particular for neutralinos within the low–energy
funnel for m! <! 50 GeV. This occurs, whether or not the
channeling e!ect is included.

B. Annual modulation regions for single halo
models

We turn now to the analysis of the annual modulation
regions for specific forms of the WIMP distribution func-
tion. First we discuss in detail our reference model, the
cored isothermal sphere, mentioned in Sect. III A (de-
noted as Evans logarithmic model, or A1 model, in Ref.
[18]); we will comment about some other DFs afterwords.

Figs.3–4 display the theoretical predictions of our su-
persymmetric model (already shown in Figs.1–2) to-
gether with the DAMA annual modulation regions [55],
under the hypothesis that the WIMP-nucleus interaction

Bottino, Donato, Fornengo, Scopel 
2003-2008
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FIG. 5: The solid lines show the upper limit on the quantity
!"(nucleon)

scalar as a function of the WIMP mass m! for the CDMS
detector [5] and for vesc = 650 km sec!1. The (red) median
line refers to the standard isothermal sphere with v0 = 220
km sec!1 and #0 = 0.3 GeV cm!3 (model A0 of Ref. [18]).
The (black) upper and lower curves refer to model B1 with
v0 = 170 km sec!1 (upper solid line) and model C3 with v0 =
270 km sec!1 (lower solid line). The short–dashed line refers
to model C3 with maximal counter–rotation of the galactic
halo. The long–dashed lines show the upper limits for CDMS
in the case of a lower escape velocity vesc = 450 km sec!1:
the upper line refers to model A1, the lower one to model
C3. For model B1, the limit coincides with the corresponding
solid line. The scatter plot and the (blue) uniformly–shaded
region are as in Fig. 1. Other specifications in the text.

case $ K0 L Vc VA

[kpc2/Myr] [kpc] [km s!1] [km s!1]

max 0.46 0.0765 15 5 117.6

med 0.70 0.0112 4 12 52.9

min 0.85 0.0016 1 13.5 22.4

TABLE I: Astrophysical parameters of the two–zone di!usion
model for galactic cosmic rays propagation, compatible with
B/C analysis and yielding the maximal, median and minimal
primary antiproton flux [62].

best–fit (on B/C) set (denoted as median), together with
the sets which yield the minimal and the maximal pri-
mary antiproton fluxes [62]. The values of these three
sets are given in Table I.

We proceed now to analyze the extent of compatibil-
ity of the neutralino configurations which fit the DAMA
results with the present data on cosmic antiprotons.
Among the six sets of values for the parameters v0 and !0

analyzed in Figs. 3–4, let us consider the following ones
(the same already considered in Ref. [54]): A) v0 = 170
km sec!1, !min

0 = 0.20 GeV cm!3; B) v0 = 170 km
sec!1, !max

0 = 0.42 GeV cm!3; C) v0 = 220 km sec!1,
!min
0 = 0.34 GeV cm!3.

In Figs. 6–7 we give the antiproton fluxes at p̄ kinetic
energy Tp̄ = 0.23 GeV, as a function of the neutralino
mass for a cored isothermal halo and for the neutralino
configurations selected by the DAMA regions shown in
Fig. 3–4, respectively. Fig. 6 refers to the case in which
channeling is not included in the derivation of the DAMA
regions, Fig. 7 to the case with channeling included.

At variance with what displayed in Figs. 1–5, where
the scatter plot was evaluated at the reference point:
gu,ref = 123 MeV, gd,ref = 290 MeV, in Figs. 6–7 the
scatter plots are the results not only of the scan over the
supersymmetric parameter space but also of the varia-
tions of the quantities gu and gd, as given by Eqs. (10)–
(11), when "!N and "0 are varied in the ranges of Eq.
(14) and Eq. (15), respectively, and r is put at the default
value r = 25.

From the results shown in Figs. 6–7 we see that,
though a number of configurations are excluded by the
BESS data [63], many others are perfectly compatible
with BESS and in principle accessible to PAMELA [64]
and AMS-02 [65]. More specifically, for set A, most of
the neutralino configurations are unconstrained by the
galactic antiproton data, except for a group of them in
the case of the maximal set of the di!usion parameters
and when channeling is included; a sizable number of
configurations are at the level of possible investigation.
Sets B and C, due to their corresponding higher values of
!0, are more sensitive to the p̄ constraints (but also, to a
large extent, accessible to PAMELA and AMS), though
prevalently for sets of the di!usion parameters close to
the maximal set.

It is worth noticing explicitly that for the other sets
of v0 and !0 discussed in Sect. IVB and in Figs. 3–4,
but not considered here, one would obtain plots similar
to the ones displayed in Figs. 6–7 with scatter plots
rescaled according to the power !2

0; thus for these sets the
p̄ constraints would be more severe than in the previous
cases.

As we noticed above, a sizable number of neutralino
configurations are at the level of the sensitivities of cur-
rent experiments on cosmic antimatter. However, for
the reasons explained above, the corresponding primary
fluxes would be rather di"cult to be disentangled from
the secondary flux (notice that primary and secondary
fluxes have also a very similar behavior as functions of
the p̄ kinetic energy) [62]. The cosmic antiproton data,
powerful in providing stringent constraints, are some-
what problematic in providing positive signals for exotic
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Direct Detection: 
Selected Upcoming Results/Experiments

XENON100: Keeping it Cold! New Cryogenics System Design

Pulse Tube Refrigerator (160 W ) for  Xe liquefaction and Xe gas recirculation  

Cooling tower with PTR is an extension of the detector cryostat, mounted outside shield 

Xe gas is liquefied in the tower and flows into the detector vessel via super-insulated pipe

Aprile
(XENON100)

LUX Collaboration, August 2008 Gaitskell <>

LUX 0.1 Milestones

!Detector built and operational at Case

!First cooldown to liquid Xe 
temperature on June 2008

!Detector filled with 50kg of Liquid Xe 
on July 2008
! S1 and S2 pulses observed

!Subsystems tested and deployed at 
Case:
! Thermosyphon Cooling System
! Data Acquisition System

• Pulse-Only Digitization mode successfully 
tested

! Custom built amplifiers and trigger system
• Digital Trigger  with S1/S2 recognition, based 

on DDC-8 acquisition boards

! Slow Control and Safety Systems
! High Voltage Feedthroughs

Gaitskell
(LUX)

Searching for Dark Matter with a Bubble Chamber
COUPP (Chicagoland Observatory for 

Underground Particle Physics)

Peter S. Cooper 

Fermi National Accelerator Lab

for the Coupp Collaboration 

Cooper
(COUPP)

The PICASSO Dark Matter Search Project

The PICASSO project

Status and installation

The PICASSO detectors (current phase)

! 4.5 litres

! about 85 g active mass per
module, in total 2.6 kg

! active material C4F10

! sensitive to spin-dependent
interactions

! 9 piezoelectric sensors

! installed in temperature and
pressure control system
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Detector mechanics
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Fiorillo
(WARP)

!"#$%%&Mark Boulay, Queen’s

DEAP-1 installation at SNOLAB (December 2007)

DEAP/CLEAN Experiment at SNOLAB

Mark Boulay

Queen’s University

• Dark Matter Search with Argon

• Detector Backgrounds

• DEAP-1 Status

• 3600 kg Detector Status

Boulay
(DEAP)

Identification of Dark Matter 2008 August 19

A Dark Matter RevolutionA Dark Matter Revolution

!! Exciting time for dark matterExciting time for dark matter

!! BackgroundsBackgrounds

WIMP annihilation in the cosmos

Hall
(CDMS)
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Measuring halo dark matter properties
Measure mass and velocity distribution

Direct detection experiments
can measure mWIMP if it is below ~100 GeV

!
Figure 26: Error ellipses in the cross-section versus WIMP mass plane from an assumed signal of 100 

events, for three different WIMP masses
57

. 
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5.5 Direct detection of axion dark matter 
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Measuring halo dark matter properties

Directional Detectors

(DRIFT, NEWAGE, DM-TPC, MIMAC)

• Not only background discrimination
• But also capable of measuring the
   local dark matter phase space

WIMP Astronomy

Measure mass and velocity distribution

Gabriella Sciolla (MIT) Directional Detection of Dark Matter with DM-TPC 11

Observation of “head-tail” in F recoils

! ..

! ..

! ..

! ..

! ..

Comment here

Wires at 0 deg:

Wires at 180 deg: Direction of neutrons

arXiv:0708.2370v2 (NIM)

DRIFT

DM-TPC



Searches for WIMP Dark Matter

DirectAccelerators

Indirect



Indirect searches

On the experimental side:

• PAMELA confirms HEAT positron excess and measures 
antiproton fluxes

• GLAST (now Fermi Gamma Ray Space Telescope) is 
launched and first all-sky map is released

On the theoretical side:

• Radiative corrections change spectral shapes

• Numerical simulations probe halo substructure

• Dark matter can affect stellar evolution



Indirect detection

Annihilation of neutralinos is important wherever dark 
matter density is high ( annihilation rate ∝ (density)2  ):

• Early universe (gives the right cosmic density)

• Earth, Sun, Milky Way, Galactic Center, 
External Galaxies, First Stars

The same annihilation cross section that determines the 
WIMP relic density fixes the rate of WIMP annihilation in 
indirect searches (but for kinematical factors)



Indirect searches: neutrinos

Sun

neutrino

dark
matter

ANTARES Kamiokande
AMANDA
ANTARES
IceCube
…

DM spike at galactic center

Gondolo, Silk 1999
Gondolo 2000

Visible
Galaxy

Black Hole

Dark
Matter
Spike

Neutrinos, Photons, ...

If cuspy halo

• neutrino source

• !-ray source

• radio source
(too strong)

Black Hole at 
Galactic Center

neutrino

Gondolo, Silk 1999
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Indirect searches: neutrinos

• IceCube construction proceeds

deClercq at IDM2008

Current
limits

AMANDA
IceCube
SuperK



Indirect searches: gamma-rays, positrons, 
antiprotons, antideuterons

HEAT
BESS
PAMELA
AMS
GAPS
EGRET
HESS
MAGIC
VERITAS
GLAST
STACEE
CACTUS
…

d



Effects of dark matter on stars

• WIMP annihilation can modify the evolution of stars and 
produce new stellar phases (Dark Matter Burners, Dark 
Stars)

Preliminaries
Results

Background
Theory
Simulations

The idea in a nutshell (cartoon version)

Pat Scott IDM 2008 Main sequence dark stars at the Galactic Centre

Moskalenko, Wai 2006
Fairbairn, Scott, Edsjo 2007

Dark Matter Burners

Drawing courtesy of Scott



Dark Stars

The first stars to form in the universe may have ben powered 
by dark matter annihilation instead of nuclear fusion. 

Some consequences

• Affects reionization and early stellar 
enrichment 

• Dark stars may be precursors to the 
supermassive black holes that power 
high red-shift quasars

Dark Stars

Spolyar, Freese, Gondolo 2007
Freese et al, Iocco et al, Taoso et al 2008

Artist’s impression

They were dark-matter powered stars or for short



• Gamma-rays fluxes still not completely reproduced in 
cosmic-ray models

• Strong dependence on dark halo profile and substructure

• But clear signature: gamma-ray lines!

Galactic Gamma Rays 

Gamma-rays from neutralinos
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Galactic gamma-rays

GLAST was successfully launched 
June 11, 2008 and is taking data

Energy (GeV)
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August 26, 2008: 
GLAST becomes the Fermi  

Gamma Ray Space Telescope



Galactic gamma-rays

First all-sky map from the Fermi  Gamma Ray Space Telescope



Dark halo substructure
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Dark halo substructure
first results from via lactea II

  annhihilation signal from subhalos : predictions for GLAST

total DM signal           subhalos only
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Dark halo substructure

Tidal forces can destroy subhalos and generate tidal streams

orbit
Pal 5

trailing tail

leading tail

Streams of stars have 
been observed in the 
galactic halo

SDSS-1
2MASS
SEGUE
.......

Odenkirchen et al 2002 (SDSS)



Radiative corrections

• Internal bremsstrahlung changes spectral shape

Bergstrom 1989,  Beacom et al 2004, Birkedal et al 2005, 
Bergstrom et al 2005-2008
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Typical gamma ray spectrum
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Radiative corrections

• Internal bremsstrahlung changes spectral shape

Bergström, Bringmann, Edsjö 2007

Bergstrom 1989,  Beacom et al 2004, Birkedal et al 2005, 
Bergstrom et al 2005-2008

T. Bringmann, L. Bergström and J. Edsjö, arXiv: 0710.3169, JHEP 01 (2008) 049

Neutralino mass: m! = 1396 GeV

Gamma ray spectrum including IB photons I
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Antiprotons

PAMELA

PAMELA has improved the measurements 
of the cosmic ray antiproton spectrum
Antiproton to proton ratio

Mirko Boezio, IDM2008, 2008/08/20

Prelim
inary



Positrons

PAMELA

August 2008

PAMELA confirmed an excess in the cosmic ray 
positron flux above 10 GeV first detected by HEAT

Prelim
inary



Positrons from WIMP annihilation

PAMELA signal can be explained with WIMP annihilation but 
requires radiative corrections and plenty of small dense subhalos

Baltz, Edsjo, Freese, Gondolo 2003
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FIG. 2: Scan over mSUGRA (left) and MSSM-9 (right) models that shows the enhancement in the positron flux (at Ee+ =
0.9 m!) due to radiative corrections vs. the mass splitting between the lightest selectron and the neutralino, " ! (mẽ " m!) /m!.
Also indicated in this figure are the benchmark model BM3 from [21] and a further benchmark model BM5 as introduced in
the text.

free parameters as compared to mSUGRA is mainly that
the total annihilation cross section is not anymore closely
linked to the mẽ-m! mass splitting by the relic density
requirement. As a result, the enhancements in the total
positron flux can be both considerably larger and smaller
than in the mSUGRA case, depending on the total an-
nihilation rate to lowest order; the main contribution to
the flux enhancement, however, is in any case found from
the e+e!! channel.

In Fig. 3, we plot the resulting flux ratio e+/(e+ + e!)
from neutralino annihilations for both BM3 and a point
BM5 in the MSSM-9 parameter space (with m! =
72 GeV, mẽ = 106 GeV; both models are marked in
Fig. 2) and compare it to the PAMELA data. For com-
parison, we also show the expected background flux [32].
Propagation e!ects thus considerably smear the spec-
trum shown in Fig. 1, but the clearly pronounced cuto!
at Ee+ = m! still remains as a prominent feature. It is
interesting to note that this type of pronounced spectral
signature so far has only been associated to Kaluza-Klein
dark matter [34]. Even though the cuto! in this latter
case appears, due to the large branching ratio into e+e!,
to be even more pronounced, it would be observationally
very challenging to see this di!erence with an energy res-
olution of the about 5% expected for PAMELA. The ap-
parent discrepancy between the background expectation
and the new data at small energies is most likely due to
a change in the solar potential which has not been taken
into account so far [5]; this e!ect, however, is expected to
be negligible at positron energies above around 10 GeV
and we will therefore not discuss it further here.

HEAT

PAMELA

Ee+ [GeV]

e+
/(

e+
+

e!
)

Bergström, Bringmann & Edsjö (2008)

background

BM3 (m!=233 GeV)

BM5 (m!=72 GeV)
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FIG. 3: The solid line is the expected flux ratio e+/(e+ + e!)
as calculated following [32]. The data points are the com-
bined HEAT data [33] and the light shaded area roughly cor-
responds to the (so far unpublished) PAMELA data [5]. Fur-
thermore, the expected flux ratio for our benchmark models is
shown without (dotted lines) and after taking into account ra-
diative corrections (dashed lines). See text for further details.

Unfortunately, the need for large boost factors is
generic for all models that show a high positron yield en-
hancement in the way reported here (in Fig. 3, we used

Bergstrom, Bringmann, Edsjo 2008

No radiative 
corrections

With radiative 
corrections



Radiative corrections are important

• Internal bremsstrahlung

• Annihilation and co-annihilation of heavy (≳TeV) 
neutralinos - unitarity of cross section

• Final state interactions



Summary

• We have evidence for non-baryonic dark matter that is not 
made of any known elementary particle

• We are in the exploratory stage to figure out its nature

• There are many ideas currently explored, in theories and in 
experiments, and more will come

• Nature has given us a few clues that we need to exploit

• But we still ignore the nature of dark matter



To realise that our knowledge is ignorance,
This is a noble insight.

To regard our ignorance as knowledge,
This is mental sickness.

The Tao (transl. by John C. H.  Wu)

知不知，尚矣；不知知，病也。
道德经


